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In this issue we feature our upcoming 
Gathering.  A lot has happened since the last 
one in 2020. Summiteering continued and, 
paradoxically, volunteering surged during the 
lockdowns so we will be giving out a number 
of awards. The main speakers of the evening 
will be Richard Nunan of the Irish Mountain 
Runners Association and Anne Morrissey, 
Munroist and now Irish summiteer.
MountainViews is 20
MountainViews started in the early summer of 2002.   There will be a brief 
commemoration of this in the Gathering.
This Quarterly
For a worthy challenge we have an article by JJ Cotter on The Beara 
Borders done over 5 days – great hillwalking in the Cahas.

Fergal Hingerty reports 
on a trip to Slovenský Raj 
in Slovakia.  It appears to 
have spectacularly though 
tastefully developed 
routes and pathways.
We have an article on 
Coastal Walking and 
our usual reports/news 
of various places to walk 
as well as pictures of the 
month/ videos etc.
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M O U N TA I N V I E W S  N E W S

WELCOME TO OUR MAY QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER IN THIS ISSUE...

COMMENT OF THE MONTH: SHEEHY MOUNTAIN 
RECENT MOUNTAIN COMMENTS
TRACK OF THE MONTH: MONTANA DE TAURO 
RECENT MEMBERS TRACKS
CHALLENGE:  THE BEARA BORDERS - THE SPINE OF THE CAHAS
COASTAL: THE DUNMORE EAST CLIFF PATH TO BALLYMACAW
EXPLORE:  SLOVENSKÝ RAJ IN THE SLOVAKIAN TATRAS
IRISH PHOTO OF THE MONTH
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO OF THE MONTH

From Cruach Mhaithain’s summit, looking towards the Blaskets 





REGIONS:  MOUNTAIN COMMENTS |  TRIP REPORTS |  TRACKS |  SUMMARIES

A lofty Kerry summit that’s most usually done as a detour on the way between 
two other tops is now a bit more accessible as astandalone walk, thanks to a 
new car park.
Chelman7’s comment: The new car park at the start of Tomies Wood allows 
a route to Shehy Mountain different to the usual approach from Purple 
Mountain. Tough and steep in parts, this is more than compensated for by 
the fabulous views on all sides. See mountainviews.ie/track/report/4655/ for 
the route we took.

PLACE 
COMMENT 

OF THE 
MONTH

SHEHY MOUNTAIN 
FROM TOMIES WOOD
SHEHY MOUNTAIN (762M), PURPLE 
MOUNTAINS

The reeks from Shehy Mountain top  b Chelman7The reeks from Shehy Mountain top  b Chelman7The reeks from Shehy Mountain top  b Chelman7

https://mountainviews.ie/track/report/4655/


Almost left misty-
eyed
A frosty night 
followed by an 
early morning 
blue sky produced 
a stunning 
landscape of rising 
mists around 
Knockbwee in 
Kerry, writes Colin 
Murphy. 

Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/578/comment/5337/

The king of cairns…
Mount Corrin in the Mizen area may be a relatively small hill, but it 
boasts a majestic cairn set amid lavish scenery, writes JohnFinn.
Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/1165/comment/23475/

The auld 
triangle
Killaha in Kerry 
is one point of 
a triangle of 
rugged Carns, 
but bagging 
all three is 
quite a long 
haul, reports 
Colin Murphy 
in a new short 
summary.

Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/831/comment/5590/

Better headway
Recent times 
have seen 
improvements 
of access routes 
to Bray Head in 
Wicklow, writes 
Bobbio1969.
Link: 
mountainviews.
ie/summit/1228/
comment/23451/
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SOUTHSOUTH

SOUTH
If Carlsberg did cairns...  b JohnFinn

Looking back towards Barraduff  b Colin Murphy

EAST

Bray Head summit cross b Christine Matthews

Early morning mists on Knockbwee
b Colin Murphy

https://mountainviews.ie/summit/578/comment/5337/
https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1165/comment/23475/
https://mountainviews.ie/summit/831/comment/5590/
https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1228/comment/23451/
https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1228/comment/23451/
https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1228/comment/23451/


A better view
The recent felling 
of trees on 
Newton Hill in the 
SE Midlands has 
finally revealed 
the views so long 
hidden, writes 
Fergalh.
Link: 
mountainviews.
ie/summit/1281/
comment/23480/

Much of a muchness
An enjoyable three-hour walk around Slieve Beagh SE Top, although 
the unchanging vista in every direction can be disorientating, writes 
Pepe. 
Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/1053/comment/23450/

Arroo Mountain 
Access
Unfortunately access 
to Arroo Mountain 
in the Dartrys along 
the Arroo Trail (from 
the west) has been 
withdrawn by one 
landowner.  A route 
from the east is 
still available, see 
reference below.  If 
any members are 
aware of other routes, 

say from the north or south, then now’s the time to describe them.
Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/407/comment/5166/

Taking by 
storm
Nephin Beg 
is a serious 
challenge at 
the best of 
times, but even 
more so when 
done amidst 
a raging 
storm, writes 
eiremountains.

Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/233/comment/23478/
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EAST NORTH

Summit cairn on Arroo Mt. above Lough Melvin Views can now be had  b Fergalh

WEST
NORTH

Featureless moorland on Slieve Beagh

On the trail to Nephin Beg  b eiremountains

https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1281/comment/23480/
https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1281/comment/23480/
https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1281/comment/23480/
https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1053/comment/23450/
https://mountainviews.ie/summit/407/comment/5166/
https://mountainviews.ie/summit/233/comment/23478/
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TRACK OF THE MONTH: SPAIN - A BIT OF A BULLY
This month’s selection 
comes from Colin 
Murphy and one of 
several routes he 
has uploaded from a 
trip to Gran Canaria. 
This walk climbs the 
formidable sawn-off 
pyramid of Montana 
de Tauro providing 
an outing that’s 
shortish but definitely 
mountainous, 
and takes in some 
interesting native 
antiquities. 

LENGTH: 5km 
TIME TAKEN: 1h 39m 
ASCENT: 372m  
DESCENT: 372m 
PLACES: Start at Lon 
-15.6861, Lat 27.9049, 
Montana de Tauro, end 
at Start.
Link: mountainviews.ie/
track/report/4651/

Arid landscape

Pinnacles and outcrops

https://mountainviews.ie/track/report/4651/
https://mountainviews.ie/track/report/4651/


TRACKS

AUSTRALIA: 
I met a strange lady, she made me nervous
A first for MV, as march-fixer brings us a track from the land of Kylie 
and Jason and legions of deadly wildlife. His outing is from the Lake 
Eildon National Park and provides a bit of a bush experience within 
driving distance of Melbourne. His advice to stick to the track and 
not take short cuts seems more than usually sensible!
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/report/4657/

EAST:
Kelly’s Hero
Simon3 has uploaded 
a surveying trip above 
Glenmalure in Wicklow, 
nominally circling Kelly’s 
Lough but utilising 
some interesting road-
avoiding tactics on 
the ascent and the 
return. It’s a decent 
leg-stretcher as it 
is, but it would be 
straightforward to include such summits as Cloghernagh, Slieve 
Maan and even Lug itself.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/report/4656/

NORTH:
Something in common
Summiteering dynamo eamonc 
has paid a visit to the recently 
demoted Arderin of Common 
Mountain above Glengesh in 
Donegal. This is often done in 
conjunction with the nearby Cnoc 
na Peiste (no, not that one) but 
he has extended the walk past a 
windfarm to two more summits 
to the south. This is tough, lonely 
ground, but the area is full of 
character and well worth a look.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/report/4652/

TRACKS
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https://mountainviews.ie/track/report/4657/
https://mountainviews.ie/track/report/4656/
https://mountainviews.ie/track/report/4652/


The idea for this walk, I think, came originally from someone in 
the Cork Mountaineering Club. We also got inspiration from an 

account of the walk by a Cork Irish Army Reserve Forces group who 
had done all or part of this walk in March 1992. The writer, like many 
of the participants , is now a member of Bishopstown Hillwalking Club. 
The article appeared in the club Emails during the Covid lockdown.  
One of the participants in that venture was back again this time for this 
walk also, an older but obviously no wiser man.  I had also tried to this 
walk back in 1999 over three days but I had to drop out on day three 
for unrelated medical reasons, the rest of the group finished the walk 

ok. At that time, we stopped at Glengarriff and Rosacea but the walks 
were fairly long.
This time the walk was split into four or 5 days depending on the level 
of fitness of the participants.

I will try to describe the walk on a linear contiguous basis than on dates 
walked. The walking group, all from Cork, were seasoned walkers with 
some having reached more mature years, so this was a tough challenge 
for all. The logistics were difficult with long linear walks each day. A 
mixture of private cars and taxis were used to provide the connections 
needed. In Covid times, this project filled in very well instead our 

C H A L L E N G E  W A L K I N G

By John J Cotter 

THE BEARA 
BORDERS
A WALK FROM GOUGANE 
BARRA TO ALLIHIES ALONG 
THE RIDGE OF THE CAHA 
MOUNTAINS OVER 4/5 DAYS 
IN 2021



more normal walking 
holidays abroad. A lot 
of credit is due to the 
organisers, thanking 
them for all their 
efforts.

The figures above 
were got from a 
Garmin Foretrex 
watch with some 
variations using 
Viewranger.

NB: Stages 1 and 2 were done together by the fitter and faster 
members of the group.  So, they did it in four days in all.  I am writing 
about the 5 stages over five consecutive days. The times were largely 
set by the slower members.

1: Gougane Barra to the Priest’s Leap
We started the walk at the innermost part of the Gougane Barra track. 
We climbed up a steep gully, Tom Barry’s Gully, so named because 
some locals had guided the Flying column down this escaping from 
the British forces at night, during the war of Independence. It was 
raining with very slippy ground. We joined the ridge at the top and 
followed it to the Priest’s Leap with very poor visibility. The faster 

group had moved ahead from the top of the gully but later came from 
behind us. They said they had to check out a very rare lesser spotted 
carnivorous snorkel bog-weed. They were very lucky to find it in the 
thick fog?   This ridge is also the county boundary between Cork and 
Kerry.  We dropped into the Borlin valley along the way which is a 
lovely area but again fog limited our appreciation. There is a road here 
which is another escape route (if needed). We had a good climb up 
from here to Knockboy (704m), the highest point in Cork County and 
then dropped down to the Priest’s Leap.  The ground underfoot was 
fairly boggy but soft and somewhat easier on the feet. The fitter group 
had to keep going here to the tunnels.

The Priest’s Leap (a small road crosses here) was named after a 
priest who leaped his horse from here to get away, once more, from 
the British who were chasing him back in Penal Times. The horse’s hoof 
marks used to be on the main road below where he landed, some 
feat. We could do with some of that ability but we had to plod on.

2: The Priest’s Leap to the Tunnels – Caha Gap 
We had thick fog for this section so missed out on the lovely views 
along the way. Some wire fences running along the ridge were a 
good help in our navigation at times but they also led us astray when 

The Tom Barry Gully  b JJC 

C H A L L E N G E  W A L K I N G

One of the small loughs along the way  b JJC 

Stages
1: Gougane Barra to the Priest’s Leap
2: The Priest’s Leap to the Tunnels – Caha Gap
3: The Tunnels to the Healy Pass 
4: The Healy Pass to Tooreen More (north 
Castletownbere)
5: Tooreen More to Allihies
Totals:

Distance
13.1km
9.3km
16.1km

17.2km
13.5km
69.2km

Ascent
744m
384m
954m

1074m
844m
4000m

Time
8h
4h 50m 
7h 50m

9h 56m
7h 51m



we followed them without thinking. The ridge goes over Barraboy 
Mountain and Turner’s Rock before we got to the Tunnels.
The Beara Way crosses our route as we drop down from Barraboy and 
could be used as an escape route.

The Kerry side of the tunnels has better parking and a mobile 
signal, if you need to be able to contact your taxi or pickup.
The Cailleach Beara Loop walk, with marker posts, also leads us to the 
north side of the tunnels.

3: The Tunnels to the Healy Pass 
This was a lovely day with great views, walking along the county 
bounds, Baurearagh, Ram’s Hill, Knockeirky, Cashnaficula, Knockowen 
and Healy Pass. This is all boggy ground with big wide flattish tops. 

Still great views at times down 
into Bantry Bay and all around.  
There were also plenty rocky 
slabs, lots of these shaped like 
a sawtooth, one vertical face 
and the other side sloping 
down. 
Cushnaficula is more like a 
huge rock slab sticking up out 
of the undulating terrain.  A 
row of what resembles teeth 
are at the top.

C H A L L E N G E  W A L K I N G

Walking west at Baurearagh

Approaching the Caha tunnels 
from the east  b JJC 

Setting out from the tunnels in 
improved weather  b JJC Rock slabs on Cushnaficula b P Broderick 



C H A L L E N G E  W A L K I N G

4: The Healy Pass to Tooreen More (north Castletownbere 
Continuing the walk over Coombane, Hungry Hill, Knocknaree, Maulin, 
Lackawee and down to the road R571 leading from Castletownbere 
to Eyries. Another good day with good views. More boggy ground, 
long days, tiring. Starting high here at the Healy Pass at 334m, we have 
a good climb over to Hungry Hill, the county boundary loops out to 
the south and you have come back in to the Glas Loughs below.

The county bounds left our ridge just before Knocknagree and heads 
north along a different ridge (Coomagira Circuit). We head up over 
Knocknagree and loop around to Maulin dropping down to Eagle Hill.   
We were really running out of steam at this stage and this walk out was 
very tough. Lots of long grass, bumpy ground, wire fences etc. We met 
up with another long-time member of the group here and this gave us 
some fresh impetus to finish this stage.  This day walking over some 
of the higher hills on the route hit us hard, the good weather and the 
conditions generally did help, navigation was easier etc.

5: Tooreen More to 
Allihies
Today we have a shorter 
distance with still plenty 
of climbing over Miskish 
386m, Knockgoura 490m 
and a fairly bumpy ridge 
on to the Beara Way and 
finally to Allihies. The start 
is down in farmland so 
this must be respected.

Approaching the Healy Pass, Glanmore 
Lake below  b P Broderick 

From Hungry Hill looking west to Bere Island 
and Castletownbere  b G Downing 

Looking west from Maulin down 
onto Eagle Hill  b JJC 

West from Knockgoura  b JJC 



C H A L L E N G E  W A L K I N G

First, we did a few smaller tops, went over Miskish and dropped 
down to the col. The Beara Way and a small track crossed our route 
here allowing an exit. A wood at this point caused some difficulty 
trying to circumvent without dropping height. A steep tricky ascent 
up Knockgoura over long grass, heather and bumpy ground. There 
is a turf road from the top, leading to the Beara Way and down to 

Allihies but we took the ridge west down to the Beara Way on that 
side and then finally to Allihies. A tough trek but rewarding in other 
ways. Thanks to all the participants for a great experience in trying 
times. Thanks also to the taxi service, who were brilliant and again to 
the organizers. Certainly, give it a try if you want to do a bit of serious 
walking in Ireland.

The final few tops leading to The Beara Way and Allihies, with 
Dursey Head and the Cow and Bull rocks in the distance  b JJC 



C O A S TA L

DUNMORE EAST 
CLIFF PATH TO 
BALLYMACAW
John G Fitzgerald explores the coves 
and inlets on this south coast gem.

The path between Dunmore East and Portally Cove  
b John G Fitzgerald



The Copper Coast in Waterford stretches from Dungarvan to Tramore with 
its array of beaches, bays, coves, cliffs and most interesting rock formations.  

East of Tramore, but not accessible from there, is the 7 km Dunmore East Cliff 
Walk that offers the same topography.

This way-marked path starts at the Harbour Car Park in Dunmore East.  
The cliff path dips down to the beach at each of the three coves that are 
encountered along the way.  In general, the path is on farmland that has been 
sectioned-off beside the cliff. Walking along the cliffs, which are high in places, 
is safe provided one stays on the path.

Portally Cove is reached after 2km, where it is very easy to navigate down 
to the beach and back up again onto the path on the other side.  Rathmoylan 
Cove is another 3km, and is a bit more testing in that a stream must be 
crossed, which presents no difficulty with proper boots. Ballymacaw Cove is 
another 2 km.  Before reaching it, there is a remarkable 2 m high standing 

C O A S TA L

Starting point at the harbour, Dunmore East  b John G Fitzgerald

Portally Cove, showing the path ascending 
on the other side  b John G Fitzgerald

Map of the area, route marked in red



C O A S TA L

stone facing the cliffs, known locally as 
The White Lady.  Accounts differ as to 
its origin.  It stands close to the cliffs in a 
field at X65362 98806.  Ballymacaw has a 
very fine beach and with a purpose-built 
structure at the side of the cove for diving 
directly into the sea.  It is not possible to 
walk further towards the Tramore Back 
Beach, but there is a small car park at 
Ballymacaw Cove, so it’s possible to 
finish the walk there with a car pick-up, 
or alternatively retrace one’s steps by the 
cliffs to Dunmore East, making a round 
trip of 14km.

This trail is marked in red on the map.  It can be extended by a 6 km loop 
walk that starts at the same car park, goes north by the sea in Dunmore East 
and loops back through Dunmore Woods to the starting location, which is 
marked in blue on the map.  Variations, such as an alternative starting point 
at the northern end of Dunmore East will be evident from perusing the map.

A fuller appreciation of the rock formations and the geology of the area 
can be gained by a visit to Kilfarrasy Beach at X52624 98248 on the Copper 
Coast at the other (west) side of Tramore where an interpretative panel 
explains that the layers of rock on the cliffs are delineated by age, with the 
oldest layer being 460 million year old and dating from the time when Ireland 
was in the Southern Hemisphere.  The next beach further west of there is at 
Annestown, believed to have been formed by a tsunami.  I wrote about this 
and the Anne Valley Nature Walk in The Summit Annual of 2021; see also 
track/4579 in MountainViews.

Approaching Rathmoylan Cove  b John G Fitzgerald

Ballycaw Cove  b John G Fitzgerald

The White Lady standing stone near 
Ballymacaw  b John G Fitzgerald



E X P LO R E

SLOVENSKÝ RAJ
Fergal Hingerty recounts an enjoyable 
day walking in the Slovakian Tatras

The Tatras  b Fergal Hingerty

Editorial note about Current Situation. Slovakia is of course one of the 
countries neighboring Ukraine and assisting with the crisis.  Slovenský 
Raj is some 140k from the border with Ukraine.  We are including this 
because it is a fascinating account of an area that is clearly great to 
visit.  There will definitely be a time to visit if not now then some time 
in future.

 

When most hikers and climbers reach the mountain resort town of 
Poprad in Slovakia they head North for the Tatras, but less than 

one hour to the south there is another National Park worth visiting; 
Slovenský Raj. This national Park has over 300 km of walking trails in 
forested mountains that reach heights of over 900 metres. There are 
over 350 underground Caves which include the famous Ice Cave, but 
we had come to climb through the canyons, waterfalls and along the 
rivers of this area.

We parked in a large field near the village of Hrabušice where 

there was a nominal parking charge of two euro for the day 
and then paid our entrance fee to the national park. Our 
goal was a 21 Km circular route which involved climbing 
the famous Suchá Belá gorge via its chains, ladders, plat-
form walkways, metal steps, narrow gaps and wooden steps. This 
is to protect the hikers from the considerable exposure in the various 
twists and turns in the gorge. It should be noted that this is a popular 
route and an early start is essential to avoid the crowds, also this is a 
one-way route so there is no turning back once started you have to 
complete it.

Numerous restaurants with great smelling food and great look-
ing beer were noted us as we sought the start of the green trail, but 
tempting as they were, first a circular 20 km hike had to be completed. 
We started on the green trail and soon left the sunny day and the 
grassy meadows to make out way into the forest, and a short walk 
on the track led to the entrance to the gorge. We started with a flat 



section and walked along a few wooden steps and soon the ladders 
alongside the waterfall started, followed by platforms, chains, wooden 
and metal steps. 

 There were short queues to enable people to climb before us and 
fortunately my fellow (local!) climber had insisted on the early start. 
The route was over 4km long with over 400 metres of ascent but with 
the queues and climbing on the somewhat slippy metal it took around 
two hours. The artificial assisted sections were followed by flat sec-
tions and eventually the track exited the forest at Suchá Belá. 

Suchá Belá (968 metres) is a summit near the top of the gorge with 
a number of picnic tables, and much needed refreshments were taken 
after our exertions. We descended following the yellow track to Klas-
torisko  (770 Metres), the site of an old Carthusian monastery. This was 
around 2.5km on a pleasant forest track with views on all sides and the 
Tatras in sight on occasions. This was much quicker and easier than 
the gorge and we knew there were more challenging parts to come. 
From here we followed a blue route and went to the nearby peak of 
Čertova sihoť (822 Metres) and then descended all the way down to 
Pod Tomášovský výhľad (511 Metres). 

Here we took a short linear walk up (green route) to see the famous 
flat top and cliffs of Tomášovský výhľad (677 Metres). The stone path 

E X P LO R E

Climbing a ladder  
b Fergal Hingerty

The cliffs of Tomášovský výhľad  b Fergal Hingerty



E X P LO R E
was a contrast to our mucky descent from Čertova sihoť. This was a 
wonderful spot with great views and a sheer cliff face topped with a 
wide natural stone platform. A must see if in this national park.

We dropped back down to Pod Tomášovský výhľad and started 
the long blue route along the river banks of Hornád Gorge. This track 
wandered up and down both sides of the river with again chains, met-
al platforms and ladders assisting the way. Along the route there were 
five suspension bridges leading from side to side to access the track. 
After a long walk we arrived at the green bridge which signals the end 
of that route. From there it was a gentle walk on tarmac road of a little 
over one km back to the parking spot.

To sum up, this is a long day (around seven hours) not to be taken 
lightly. The metal aids that aid you on the climb of the steep gorge of 
Suchá Belá and the long flattish gorge of Hornád Gorge enhance the 
day rather than take from it. The occasional gaps in the trees and small 
meadows give extensive views in all directions including the Tatras. 
A considerable degree of fitness is needed as there are long steep 
climbs and descents at many stages and some of the chains and plat-
forms are surprisingly challenging. We were only in a small portion of 
this national park and it is definitely a place I would return to.
Some links
The Suchá Belá gorge - Slovenský raj - Slovakia.travel: 
slovakia.travel/en/the-sucha-bela-gorge-slovensky-raj
National Park of Slovenský raj (Slovak Paradise) - YouTube:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5dGcJOOx6s&t=6s

Walking on metal platforms  b Fergal Hingerty

https://slovakia.travel/en/the-sucha-bela-gorge-slovensky-raj
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5dGcJOOx6s&t=6s


MAY IRELAND PHOTO OF THE MONTH

Rising sun over a misty river close to Knockbwee  b  Colin Murphy
Original comment: mountainviews.ie/summit/578/comment/23463/

https://mountainviews.ie/summit/578/comment/23463/


MAY INTERNATIONAL PHOTO OF THE MONTH

Roque Nublo, Gran Canaria  b  Colin Murphy
Original comment: mountainviews.ie/track/4654/

https://mountainviews.ie/track/4654/


EMVEE-TUBE

THE BEST VIDEO PICKS FOR MAY

Carl and Ellie of Tough Soles have a ramble over a 
Roscommon summit
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz3OGXaGe9k&t=330s

MV user gerrym bivouacs on Achill’s spectacular 
Croaghaun
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Snz_ubr2huc

Paul Tierney from the Munster Trail Runners FB group has a 
sunset yomp over Tipperary’s Silvermines Mountains
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOi_LfujAHE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz3OGXaGe9k&t=330s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Snz_ubr2huc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOi_LfujAHE




NOTICES

• If you are contributing, please be careful to respect the interests 
of landowners. Suggest access routes well away from houses, 
gardens or that could conceivably impact farming activities. 
When walking, keep away from gardens or farm buildings. Use 
stiles or gates wherever possible. Never do anything that could 
allow animals to roam where the farmer did not intend. Ask 
permission where appropriate.

• Report suspicious activity to the police forces, as below.
• If your car is broken into in an upland area report it to the PSNI or 

Gardai as this will help them be aware of the issue and tackle it in 
future. Store the numbers. In Northern Ireland use the PSNI non-
emergency number 0845 600 8000. In the Republic you can find 
the local Garda District HQs phone numbers at www.garda.ie/
Stations/Default.aspx. Specifically for the hotspot of Wicklow: the 
Garda Divisional Headquarters in Bray is 01 6665300.

• If you hear of a problem area or route, write it up in 
MountainViews which does everyone a service. Report rubbish 
tipping in the Republic - ring EPA hotline 1850 365 121 

• Report quads in national park area (in which they are banned). 
For Wicklow please phone the Duty Ranger: 087-9803899 or the 
office during office hours Telephone: +353-404-45800. Put these 
numbers in your phone, take regs etc. Let MV know of contact 
numbers for other areas.

• If you see a fire or someone doing something that could start 
a fire, report it.  In NI phone 999, in the Republic 112 or Coillte: 
1890 800 455.

• If you have climbed some of the less well known places, we 
would appreciate a summit rating and also GPS readings for 
summits.

• If we can, let’s make MV have more than one route up a summit 
so as to reduce the tendency for paths to appear. Your grid 
refs in place comments for different starting points show up on 
MountainViews maps.

Visit the MountainViews Facebook page:
facebook.com/mountainviewsie/
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this PDF is linked from.  At the bottom click the button “Click here to 
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